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1. Introduction. Let

(1) Z aueiMZ

be a double trigonometric series where aid are arbitrary complex

numbers and where M=(m, n), X=(x, y), MX = mx-\-ny, and | M\

= (w2+w2)1/2. The series will be said to converge circularly at point X

to L(X) if the circular partial sums of rank R,

(2) SB(X) =    Z    aueiM*,
\M\eR

converge to the finite value L(X). The series will be said to be (C, 1)

circularly summable to L(X) if the (C, 1) circular means of rank R,

o-Ä(A)=-       Su(X)udu=    Z     a^Wl-^-M
R2Jo \MleR \ -K2    /

=   E(l--)     Z    *ue™*,
r=0    \ A/      \M\*~r

converge to the finite value L(X).

We shall say that (1) is a series of type (U)   if

Z    (aM/\M\2)eiUX
lá|AÍ|SS

converges uniformly.

It is known, Cheng [l], that if (1) is (C, 1) circularly summable to

zero everywhere and is of type (U), then (1) vanishes identically. A

result of this nature has for its motivation the theorems of Verblunsky

and Cantor in single trigonometric series which obtain uniqueness

results without utilizing the notion of type (U), see Zygmund [5,

pp. 274 and 297].

2. Statement of main result. It is the purpose of this paper to

weaken the hypothesis regarding type (U) in Cheng's result and con-

sequently to obtain a theorem in double trigonometric series which

comes a little closer to Verblunsky's. In particular we shall prove

the following theorem:

Theorem.  Given a double trigonometric series   ZaMeiMX where
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a m = o(| M\1_e), e>0, are arbitrary complex numbers. Let E be a de-

numerable closed plane set. Suppose

(i)  The series is (C, 1) circularly summable to zero everywhere.

(ii) 7,(^)=ao(x+y)2/4-limB.00 £«!*«« {aM/\ M\ 2)eiMZ is con-

tinuous on the complement of E.

Then the series vanishes identically.

3. Definitions and notations. The open disc of radius t with center

X will be designated by NiX, t), and the closed disc by NiX, t).

The mean value of FiX) in this disc will be designated by Fi,xit),

thus

Fi.xiO - — f FiP)dP.

FiX) is harmonic in NiX0, t0) will mean there is an e>0 such that

FiX) is harmonic in NiX0, t0+e).

Jiciu) will denote the Bessel function of the first kind and order A.

cím = o(| M\ ") will mean the following: given an e>0 there exists an

Rie) such that if | M\ >R, then | aM\ <e\ M\ a.

4. Fundamental lemmas. In order to prove the theorem we find

it necessary to first prove some facts which we shall state as lemmas.

The first fact necessary to prove is the existence of the limit in hy-

pothesis (ii) of the theorem. We do so with the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Given a double trigonometric series 2~2aMeiMX where the am

are arbitrary complex numbers. Suppose the series is (C, 1) circularly

summable to the finite value L at the point X0. Then the series

2~2\m\*o (aji//| Af | i)eiMX converges circularly at the point Xo.

Without loss of generality, we assume that a0 = 0 and X<> = 0. Then

setting Ai= 2~2\M\*-i aM, we have by (3) that the single series

XX i A< 1S summable (C, 1) to zero, and consequently that

2~2\MiéR aM/\ M\2= 2~2\-x Ai/i is convergent.
Lemma 1 tells us that by hypothesis (i), FiX) in hypothesis (ii) is

a well-defined function for every point in the plane. The Riesz-Fischer

theorem tells us FiX) is in Lq over any bounded domain, and conse-

quently for any NiX, t), Fx.xit) exists. We now prove the following

lemma concerning this mean:

Lemma 2. Under the hypotheses of the theorem

Jxi\M\t)
Fx.xit)=^\ix+y)2 + Ç\-2    E

4L 2 J isii,
aMemx

isijri \M\H
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at all points X.

Setting TR(X)=ao(x+y)2/i- Disais* (aM/\ M\ 2)eiU*, we ob-
serve that by the Riesz-Fischer theorem

TB(P)^>F(P)   in   ¿2   on   N(X,t)

and consequently that

(4) —| TB(P)dP-+Fi,x(t) as *->«>."Vf      *■irt   J ¡V(X,o

Since (l/27r)/2'c"(raco,9+n,in<')dö = 7o(|M|0 and Joim'uJ0(u)du =

| M\tJi(\M\f), we see that the left side of (4) is

flo r <*1 ^ 7i(|jf|/)

4L 2 J isiAfiSR | M|3¿

which fact when combined with (4) proves the lemma.

Lemma 3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1,

(5) Fi,x(t) = F(X) + o(t2) at all points X.

For by Lemmas 1 and 2

~[Fi.z(D-F(X)]
v

„                        8      /       27i( I ilf I ¿)\
= a0+lim 53     aj,«""-:-¡—(1-,        )

*-.   isitTs« |if|v V        |jf|<   /

and the lemma follows from Cheng [l, Theorem 1, p. 404].

We now prove a lemma concerning harmonic functions.

Lemma 4. Let g(X), defined and in L2 on N(X0, tB), be harmonic in

N(X0, to)-X0. Furthermore, suppose gi.xo(t) =i(X0) +o(t2). Then g(X)

is also harmonic at A0.

Without loss of generality, we assume Xo is the origin. Then by

Evans [2, Theorem 8, p. 109],

S    1
g(X) - «(A) = k log / + Z — («m cos md + bn sin mff)

m-l tm

where u(X) is harmonic in A(0, /0) and

a 1   C 2t
— = — I       [g(/ cos 6, l sin 0) — u(t cos 0, i sin 0)J cos t»0¿0
/m 7T Jo
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for i» = l, 2, • • • and 0<t^tv, with a similar formula for ¿»m//m.

Since giX)— uiX) is continuous on the punctured disc and in L%

on the whole disc, we conclude that am and ¿»m are equal to zero for all

m.

Furthermore, since «i,o(<) = «(0) +»(/'), we conclude that A = 0, and

consequently that giX) is harmonic in ÑÍ0, t).

Remark 1. Let FiX) be continuous in a domain D and satisfy con-

dition (5) at all points of D. Then by Radó [3, p. 14], F(Z) is har-
monic in D.

5. Proof of theorem. Let us designate by Z the set of discontinuity

points of FiX). Then Z is dense-in-itself. For suppose that X0 is an

isolated point of Z. Then by Remark 1 and Lemma 3 there is an

NiXn, to) such that FiX) is harmonic in NiX0, ta)—Xo. Further-

more by the Riesz-Fischer theorem, FiX) is in L2 on NiX0, to). We

consequently conclude from Lemmas 3 and 4 that FiX) is harmonic

and a fortiori continuous at Xo, which is a contradiction to the fact

that Xo is in Z.

Since Z is dense in itself, Z, the closure of Z, is a perfect set. But

by (ii) of the theorem, ZEE is at most enumerable. But then by

Saks [4, p. 55], Z and consequently Z is null.

FiX) is therefore harmonic in the whole plane and consequently

FiX) = Fi.xit) for all X and />0. Therefore by Lemma 2

aoT <21 ^ 7,(1 Ml 0
(6)      FiX)=- \ix+y)2 + -   -2    S   aMe""      '   ,,     •

4L 2 J iá|Afi I M \H

Fixing X, we see that the series on the right side of (6) tends to zero

as t—* °°, and consequently that a0 = 0 and FiX) = 0. Therefore

limÄ,M ¿¡Mus« iaM/\M\i)eilliX = Q for all X, and by the Riesz-

Fischer theorem ajif = 0 for | M\ ?±0, which gives the theorem.
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